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Abstract—The evolution towards Industry 4.0 is driving the
need for innovative solutions in the area of network management,
considering the complex, dynamic and heterogeneous nature of
ICT supply chains. To this end, Intent-Based networking (IBN)
which is already proven to evolve how network management is
driven today, can be implemented as a solution to facilitate the
management of large ICT supply chains. In this paper, we first
present a comparison of the main architectural components of
typical IBN systems and, then, we study the key engineering
requirements when integrating IBN with ICT supply chain
network systems while considering AI methods. We also propose
a general architecture design that enables intent translation of
ICT supply chain specifications into lower level policies, to finally
show an example of how the access control is performed in a
modelled ICT supply chain system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the recent years intent-based networking (IBN) has
been the emerging networking paradigm, levering the integration of AI/ML techniques with network orchestration to
improve upon the network automation, complexity and control
functionalities. Compared to traditional network management
solutions it has shown great potential in numerous aspects,
reducing the time for network configuration deployment while
improving on its scalability [1], increasing both the efficiency
and reliability, as well as reducing costs in particularly complex industrial networks [2] and integrating security through
its intent functions [3]. The key behind IBN’s increasing
abilities to solving complex network tasks lies is in their highlevel policies specification capabilities that allow network
administrator to define goals and demands on how the network
should behave.
One of the particularly significant IBN potential application domains are ICT supply chains, since the fast-growing
technological evolution and the digital transformation behind
Industry 4.0 and ICT supply chains have created a gap
between traditional networking solutions and these emerging
complex networks. As now ICT supply chains can span
across multiple vendor infrastructures and devices, assuming
different configuration requirements and capabilities with continuous addition of new functionalities, the interest in novel
network management and orchestration approaches has been
growing rapidly. The utilization of IBN in this domain could
facilitate automation, control and orchestration processes,
while improving on the network robustness and operation
dynamicity.

This paper introduces an IBN approach to automating the
configuration management and control of ICT supply chain
networks through high-level intents. The objective is to first
analyse the key engineering requirements in integrating IBN
approach with these complex networks, considering the questions of centralized vs decentralized orchestration, influence
of different AI techniques, and manner of specifying high
level intents to ICT supply chain policies. To this end we
propose an architectural design of intent based translator for
ICT supply chains, as well as an example in the context of
supply chain assets access control.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the background and motivation behind using intentbased approaches. Section 3 gives an overview of engineering
requirements, the general architectural design for utilization
of IBN in ICT supply chains, and a use case scenario for
assets access control. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
In this section we analyse the common architectural building blocks of any intent-based system, according to the
already existing solutions. While the design of intent-based
translators can follow guidelines depending on the scenario
to be applied, this analysis was used as the initial step in
proposing an IBN architectural design of the ICT supply chain
system. Table I shows a comparative analysis of the intent
abstraction layer design for ICT systems. Several proposals
from the literature are investigated to understand the main
software components responsible on interfacing with the user,
storage, management, policies, networking, monitoring, and
enabling intelligence. It is important to mention that few
proposals highlighted the role of AI and ML in translating
user intents [4] and improving policies using insight from
telemetry [5]–[7].
A. Intent-Based Translator Design
1) High-Level Language: The definition of a high level
intent-based language is essential to allow the user to express
its requirements to the system. Multiple works in the literature
try to define this type of language, for instance, Riftadi et al
[8] employed Nile, a network intent language that provides
an intermediate layer between natural language and lowerlevel policies. In [15] a high level declarative policy language
is proposed to control the architecture of software-defined
networking (SDN) based on the notion of functional reactive
programming where policies are used to state the change in
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TABLE I: Comparative analysis of intent-based architectural components

network conditions. In [5], it is defined an Open Software
Defined Framework (OSDF) policy language used to provide
a high level API in order to express network requirements by
managers and network administrators. [16] uses a Controlled
Natural Languages (CNL), which sets restrictions on inputs
by the definition of grammar model. In this case, CLN was
employed to control blockchain selection queries, as mapping
requirements to a particular blockchain needs expertise and
knowledge about the existing blockchain implementations.
Recent development of natural language processing (NLP)
algorithms [10], [12] show how voice-assisted technologies
have been used to manage the network as well.
2) Interfaces: The initial works on intent-based interfaces
support imply their abilities of managing internal and external interactions independently from the underlying network
technologies. In the approach by Szyrkowiec et al [17], the
intents issued by a client application, are submitted through
a representational state transfer (REST) northbound interface
(NBI). Similarly, in the work by Zeydan et al [18], intent
based NBI of NIC allows descriptive way to obtain what
is desired from the network using any kind of protocols,
including OpenFlow, BGP, and Netconf. In the work by
Pham et al [11], the controllers NBI and core services are
used as the atomic layer in the service orchestration because
the application wants to retrieve abstract network topology
provided by the controller. The intent layer in Han et al [9]
provides extended North Bound Interface (NBI) that is used

by various applications.
Mahtout et al [4], deployed EVIAN, an approach for using
ML for intent-based provisioning, the EVIAN client provides
an intelligent chatbot interface, via Slack, to users in order to
understand their network requirements and science needs.
3) Manager/Parser: In the [2], authors have recognized
a core component of IBNs, which interacts with most of
the other components, naming it an Intent Processor. This
core component is responsible for accepting high level intents
expressed by users (applications) using a semantic language
or through other appropriate user interfaces. For instance, it
can receive input in plain English and, in turn, it can translate
that into say, Algebraic Modelling Language, which can be
easily understood by a mathematical solver. In [5], the similar
functionality has been been identified under the name Policy
Parser, responsible for analyzing application-based policies.
4) Policy Builder: In the work by Abbas et al [6] on creating core network slices through IBN, the policy configurator
extracts the information related to resources from the graph,
provided by the intent manager and converts the specifications
into a slice template. That slice template is according to the
network orchestrator acceptable format; for example, for the
OSM core, the policy configurator can give the slice template
in form of a JSON file which contains the information related
to the deployment of network functions and their mapping.
5) Compiler: The intent compiler is one of the key functionalities related to IBN system design, with the task of
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converting the translated specifications or policies into technical configurations expected to realise the intent. As such it
has been a focus of numerous research works. In [14] it is
used to generate a low-level configuration XML format from
the low-level configuration data using context-free grammar
CFG. In [19] extracted data is converted to network security
function required data via Data Converter. In [8] an element
called P4 code generator is proposed to generate a working
P4 program with the input of a policy graph introduced by
the user as an intent, while in [20] generic constraints are
converted into technology-specific ones, to be later applied
by network controller.
6) Knowledge Base (KB): The KB is a database that stores
all the necessary information for the intent based system, such
as predefined policies, intent vocabularies and telemetry used
for improving policy building and intent translation process.
In the recent IBN works, KB has been mostly recognized
under the name policy store [5]–[7]. Its main tasks include
storing and retrieving application-based network policies that
a user enters to the system. As such, it has been used to
access the current active policies in the system, allowing
network administrators to create, read, update, delete policies
at runtime. In systems like [8], the policy store represents
an action library containing P4 code templates, that can be
parsed by the intent engine into a policy graph.
B. Application in ICT systems
With an increased interest in the automation of network
orchestration, the emerging IBN approaches are being extensively analysed for its utilization in numerous application
fields, from vehicular, IoT and 5G scenarios, to its potential
in provisioning intent-based security policies and services.
One of the most interesting application assumed to benefit
of IBN has been the Vehicle Network Management with its
distributed and self-organizing networks composed of diverse
and enormous number of high-speed vehicles; Here, IBNbased policies are expected to manage vehicular networks
towards an intelligent network behavior according to the
underlying applications or IoT workflows, as well as help in
minimizing the energy consumption and reducing of network
latency. An example can be seen in [21], where the authors
designed an IBN control framework over the SDN architecture
in the vehicular edge computing ecosystem, achieving the set
goals of improving on network energy efficient and latency
reduction. network latency. High-level programming abstractions and declarative languages [13] are posed to significantly
benefit mobile networks and applications as well, due to the
increase in their complexity over the years. This can be seen in
the design and prototype implementation of an Intent-based
mobile backhauling interface for 5G networks presented in
[13] and in [22], where a wireless home automation system
with automatic spoken word into text commands translation
was proposed.
The possibilities of smart network management and control
with IBNs have also been appealing with industrial solutions,
with Huawei [23] developing an IBN product called Intent-

Driven Network (IDN) for its cloud solution. Likewise OpenDayLight Controller Platform has been involved in numerous
strategies on enabling the utilization of intents with Network
Intent Composition (NIC) [24], Group-based Policy (GBP)
intent abstraction [25], and NEMO [26] language.
The full potential of IBN approach is probably most evident
in network security, where the security can be incorporated
as an integral part of intent-based networking across intent,
automation, and assurance functions. With their continuous
loop frameworks, IBNs have proven to provide ongoing
protection and alignment to security policy and compliance
requirements [3]. Moreover, IBN implementation can provide
traffic segmentation based on business roles for connections to
remote or cloud computing sites to simplify threat protection
and reduce the attack surface [3]. A policy-driven security
orchestration framework were presented in has also been
presented in [27] in SDN/NFV-aware IoT scenarios.
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN FOR ICT S UPPLY C HAINS
A. Requirements Engineering
Deployment of IBN network orchestration and policy-based
automation solutions in ICT supply chain management carries
a great potential. But, in order to leverage this potential the
future system design needs to adequately address some of the
main requirements which affect both of these domains, and
can be assumed to be critical in their integration.
Centralized/decentralized orchestrating approach:
When opting for a straightforward automation and deployment
of intents, with the total control being handed over to a
single node with the complete knowledge of the network,
the choice would be a centralized network orchestrator.
This approach comes at a price of that the central node
machine running the orchestrator would have to have
significant storage and processing power in order to maintain
information for potentially very large network. With a
decentralized approach, distributed orchestrators maintain
an incomplete information of the network, allowing higher
levels of scalability but introducing its own challenge
regarding the efficient processing of intents across multiple
orchestrating nodes [1]. A similar discussion is led in
assessing the advantages and disadvantages of centralized
and decentralized control and orchestration strategies in
todays complex ICT supply chains environments has to
be considered during the design phase of the management
system. The more traditional centralized approaches which
often assume complete information sharing among different
SC organizational system components with the a top
hierarchical decision making authority have been noted to
offer more stable environments, faster decision making and
easier coordination. On the other side decentralized approach,
with orchestration and decision making left to individual SC
organizational system components, benefits the SC efficiency.
Intent specification: One of the crucial issues in IBN has
been on how to actually specify high-level intents, and here
there is still a lack of standardized solutions. And while there
are ongoing efforts towards improving the ways intents can
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Fig. 1: Intent-based translator design for ICT supply chain networks

be described and approaching the naturally spoken languages
(e.g NEMO and INDIRA), how this will relate to translating
intent-based policies is to be discussed, but a general language
model will be required in order to provide a scalable solution
for different ICT supply chain systems.
AI technologies: Both IBN and ICT supply chains have
been greatly influenced by the advances in the domains of
AI and ML. In case of AI-powered IBNs, the performances
have been improved by using AI in network analysis and
intent implementation as well as using AI-based heuristics for
solving constrained optimization problems. Here the challenge
lies in a critical issue for any AI/ML algorithm - the lack
of data. To tackle this we can assume that IBN will have
to operate for certain amount of time to have enough data
available, so it will be necessary to assess how to use data
collected from the pre-IBN deployment. Moreover, when
leveraging the potential of AI techniques for IBN applications
in supply chain management (SCM) there are two additional
questions that need to be addressed. Firstly, the question of
leveraging the potential of natural language processing (NLP)
[28] in improving humanmachine interactions in SCM should
be addressed. Secondly, as supply chains are particularly
important from industrial networks perspective, in case of an
incident it is a requirement to obtain the explanation behind
it, which can be difficult in case it is a consequence of an
IBN automated algorithm reaction [2].
Closed-loop verification: With closed-loop verification
method, IBNs maintain the enforced network state and configuration through intents, which can be expressed as series
of smaller network element configurations [29]. The problem
lies in the complexity of this process, which assumes constant
system and network configuration adjustments in order to satisfy desired system requirements and can result in autonomous
remediation errors or unwanted delays. The complex system

architectures as the ones behind SC scenarios will need to
improve on this method, as a seemingly small configuration
adjustments can affect the entire network across.
Single vs Multi-Domain: Majority of the IBN deployment and research work focuses on single-domain network
approach, with the orchestrator centralization. However, this
kind of approach is insufficient in addressing the SCM scenarios, as they normally extend across multiple companies,
decision-makers and network domains. To address this particular issue there is a need for shifting towards a more multidomain oriented IBN approach, where an intent framework
will be implemented in a manner that would ensure end-to-end
network orchestration across multiple potential SC domains.
B. Architecture Design
The intent based translator aims to automate the configuration management of ICT supply chain networks. Thus,
we propose a general software architecture for the intent
abstraction layer, as shown in Fig.1. Supply chains include
various organizational partners that own different parts of
the supply chain and need to cooperate in order to successfully deliver a final product or service. The management solution of such network will allow different network
administrators to easily configure and control the network
via high-level intents. A plain text, that is restricted by a
predefined high-level language, is input by the user, using
a dashboard that communicates the information via an intentbased interface. This interface is developed as to facilitate
the human machine interactions, considering the ability to
control the infrastructure using high-level intents for security
assessment, network service management and control. From
here, as shown in Fig.1, high-level intents are translated and
parsed by the intent manager into a structured format, using
natural language processing techniques. A knowledge base is
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Fig. 2: Supply chain abstraction building block

then used to store the intent vocabularies in a json format,
where it is used by the intent manager to determine the intent
specifications. The vocabularies inside the knowledge base
can be enriched dynamically, improving the system scalability
and capability to manage supply chains of different contexts.
After producing a structured format of an intent with user
requirement specifications, the intent is sent to a so-called
policy configurator component, responsible on matching the
user requirements with existing policies that can be applied in
the infrastructure. This component will then check the existing
policies stored in the knowledge base in a defined policy store
that can be updated and accessed by developers and experts
in order to define new policies. The created policies are
mapped by the policy configurator into a lower level format,
after checking for possible conflicts among them. The policy
configurator is also responsible for triggering the network
controller, using defined APIs. In proposed system we also
consider the possibility of smartly reconfiguring the network
based on insights from the system. Metrics are collected by
monitoring tools from all the network elements, and used
to periodically update the knowledge base, which includes
telemetry as well as storing policies and intent vocabularies.
A component called AI Engine is responsible on analyzing the
data coming from the system, predicting the network status,
and automatically configuring the policies.
C. Example of Supply Chain Assets Access Control
An overview of the SC abstraction proposed in our example
is illustrated in Fig. 2. Organizations are in the top of the
hierarchy and represent companies, consortiums or institutions that belongs to the supply chain. Realms consist of
an environment within an organization that shares common
security policies and rules. Domains are a set of assets with
certain relationship, for instance, they share the same network,
location or infrastructure.
1) Intent Language Definition: We define a simple grammar for SC asset access control as an intent language, based on
a context-free grammar standard: the Extended Backus-Naur
Form (EBNF) [30]. The defined grammar in Grammar 1 is a
CNL that allows the system administrator to grant access to
users for a certain asset in the system, restricted to specific
organization, realm, or domain at a certain working time. This
proposal is a general definition of the grammar, and can be
enriched with more details related to the nature of an asset,
the composition of a supply chain, the structure of a company,
and finally the type of users.
2) Intent Manager: It parses the input plain text into a
json file using the defined high-level language and regular

|
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|
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::= [14:00-21:59]
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::= [22:00-5:59]
Grammar 1: SC Assets Access Control Intent

expressions (regex approach). The parsing process can be
improved using ML techniques to allow the user to employ
multiple vocabulary options. The intent manager reads the
intent store from the knowledge base and try to match the
existing vocabularies and structures with the input text. Finally
a json file with user specifications is generated and sent to the
policy configurator.
3) Policy Configurator: It matches the requirements specifications received from the intent manager with the existing
policies stored in the policy store. It solves conflict between
intents and generates valid policies. Conflicts can happen
between policies while compiling intent specifications. A user
can be restricted from access to assets in realm o1-r1 using
a following intent : user-x is not allowed to access to realm
o1-r1. The policy configurator will map the intent into high
level policies such as:
check user-x in database of Users
block user-x to access assets in o1-r1
alert admin in o1
When the administrator wants to give the user access to assets
in organization o1, the following intent can be written: user-x
is allowed to access to organization o1. This intent will create
a conflict with the previous intent during the policy translation,
as it will allow the user to access to realm o1-r1, which is
inside the organization o1. In order to solve this issue, conflict
checking needs to be considered and implemented. A solution
to the mentioned conflict can be translated to the following
high-level policies:
check user-x in database of Users
allow user-x to access assets in o1 except o1-r1
alert admin in o1
Other conflicts should be analysed considering the organizational structure, the existing policies and the possible human
intervention.
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4) Knowledge Base: It consists of three main components:
intent store, policy store, and telemetry. The intent store is
used to store a dictionary of vocabularies and options that
are required to parse intents. The policy store represents the
policy graphs defined by experts, in our case the policy graph
represent the access to assets based on the organizational
hierarchy. And finally the telemetry is used to store the needed
metrics to detect anomalies in the system.
5) AI Engine: NLP techniques, such as long-short time
memory (LSTM), can be implemented to enhance the proposed CNL and provide more flexibility to the user while
writing the intents. The parsing of the input plain text considers a rich dictionary of vocabularies and expressions that
can mean the same input specifications. AI techniques can
also be used to enhance the policy configuration by solving
policy conflicts. Metrics collected from system and stored
in the knowledge base can be used to predict if a user has
to be blocked or not based on his monitored behavior, and
ML techniques are a great candidate for such task of pattern
recognition and security assessment.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a general design of an intent-based
translation system that manages ICT supply chain networks,
considering AI enabling technologies to ensure a valid translation of user requirements, network security and scalability.
With our system design we intend to move the complexity
of network management, which requires very high level of
expertise from the system administrator by automating policy
building process through AI and ML techniques. We analysed
an use case example of an ICT supply chain management
task - access control policy configuration using high level
intents. Also, we discussed the engineering requirements and
challenges in integrating IBN approach with ICT supply
chains, in terms of network orchestration complexity, the
application of AI techniques, and the ambiguity of defining
high level intents for ICT supply chain policies.
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